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ABSTRACT The modified Z-score (mZ-score) method has been used to detect outliers in time series
received signal strength (RSS) observations. Its performance is dependent on the scale estimator used, and
each has advantages and disadvantages over the others. One approach to developing a scale estimator that
combines the advantages of two or more scale estimators is through scale estimator hybridization. In this
paper, the outlier detection performance of a mZ-score method with different hybridization approaches
for Sn and median absolute deviation (MAD) scale estimators is determined and analysed. Three different
hybrid scale estimators are identified, namely weighted, maximum, and average hybrid scale estimators. The
performance of the mZ-score method using the three different hybrid scale estimators is determined using
three experimentally generated and publicly available time-series RSS datasets. Based on the simulation
results, the weighted hybrid scale estimator results in the best outlier detection performance amongst the
three hybrid scale estimators. When compared to the mean-shift-based outlier detection (MOD) technique,
the k-means clustering-based technique, and the density-based spatial clustering (DBSCAN) technique, the
mZ-score method with the weighted hybrid scale estimator performs better with little or no false alarm and
false negative detections.

INDEX TERMS Average, hybrid scale estimator, MAD, maximum, mZ-score, outlier, Sn, weighted.

I. INTRODUCTION
Fingerprint-based localization, which uses received sig-
nal strength (RSS) measurements obtained from spatially
deployed wireless access points (APs), is an emerging tech-
nology that has found applications in a variety of areas,
including indoor localization [1], [2]. Due to the dynamic
nature of the indoor environment, such as the presence and
absence of crowds and furniture, as well as variations in tem-
poral and ambient conditions, the signals from the wireless
APs fluctuate, causing the RSS measurements to fluctuate,
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resulting in poor localization accuracy [3], [4]. To deal with
the RSS fluctuations, several research works have suggested
collecting several RSSmeasurement observations over a time
period and finding the mean average of these observations
using techniques such as the mean-averaging filter, moving
average filter, median filter, or Kalman filter [5], [6], [7].
During the collection of the time-series RSS observations,
it is possible to have RSS outliers [5]. RSS outliers are RSS
observations that appear to differ significantly from the rest
of the observations. The presence of outliers in time-series
RSS observations has a significant impact on mean aver-
age determination. Techniques such as the Z-score method,
interquartile range (IQR), moving average, moving median,
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and density-based techniques have been used to detect and
remove outliers [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. There is no
best outlier detection method, as each method has its own
set of advantages and disadvantages over the others. Fur-
thermore, the performance of each method is dependent on
the statistical distribution of the time-series RSS observation.
This paper considers the use of the Z-score method for outlier
detection due to its ease of implementation, reliability, and
robustness to outliers. It can be used on a wide range of
datasets for outlier detection and can detect outliers in large
datasets quickly and efficiently [8], [10], [14], [15].
The outlier detection performance of the Z-score method

depends on the scale estimator used [10], [14]. The scale
estimator is used to measure the deviation of each RSS obser-
vation from the mean or median of the entire time-series
RSS observation. The Z-score method, by default, uses the
standard deviation (SD) as its scale estimator. To improve
the robustness and efficiency of the Z-score method for out-
lier detection, several methods have been proposed. One of
these methods is replacing the default SD scale estimator
with more robust estimators like the Sn and median absolute
deviation (MAD) [14], [16]. The Z-score method that is based
on either a Sn or MAD scale estimator is referred to as
the modified Z-score (mZ-score) method. Another method
to improve the performance of the Z-score method is by
using the winsorization method [17], [18]. The winsoriza-
tion method involves removing extreme RSS observations
to reduce their influence on the SD scale estimator. The
bootstrap method is another method used to improve the
outlier detection performance of the Z-score method [19].
It involves resampling the time-series observation to estimate
the variation in the scale estimator. Another method known as
the trimmedmeanmethod is used to improve the performance
of the Z-score method [11], [20]. The trimmed mean method
involves removing a certain percentage of extreme RSS val-
ues from both sides of the time-series observation and then
calculating the mean of the remaining RSS observations.

Another approach to improving the outlier detection per-
formance of the Z-scoremethod that has yet to be investigated
is the use of scale estimator hybridization. Scale estimator
hybridization is a technique that combines the advantages
of two or more different scale estimators to create a sin-
gle, more robust, and more flexible scale estimator. A scale
estimator based on scale estimator hybridization is pro-
posed in this paper, and the outlier detection performance of
the mZ-score method with the proposed hybrid scale esti-
mator is determined and evaluated. For hybridization, the
Sn and MAD scale estimators are considered. This paper
makes three important contributions: (a) it identifies the
various hybridization methods for Sn and MAD scale esti-
mators; (b) it evaluates the hybrid scale estimators for outlier
detection using the mZ-score method; and (c) it determines
the best hybrid scale estimator for use with the mZ-
score method, taking into account different time-series RSS
datasets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II provides an overview of outlier detection using the
Z-score method. Section III presents the mZ-score method
based on the hybridization of the Sn and MAD scale esti-
mators, and Section IV presents the simulation results and
discussion. Section V presents the conclusion.

II. OVERVIEW OF OUTLIER DETECTION USING Z-SCORE
METHOD
This section describes in detail the Z-score method for RSS
outlier detection and its modifications. Detecting RSS out-
liers in any given time-series RSS dataset using the Z-score
method requires determining the z-score value of each RSS
observation. The z-score value of an RSS observation is
determined by first finding the difference between the RSS
observation and the mean of the entire time-series RSS
dataset. The result is then divided by the SD of the entire
time-series dataset to obtain the z-score value. An RSS obser-
vation that has a z-score value greater than a pre-defined
threshold is considered an outlier [8], [10], [16].
Mathematically, let rssi represent a time-series RSS dataset

of N RSS observations collected from the i-th wireless AP.

rssi = [rss (1) , · · · rss(N )] for 1 ≤ n ≤ N (1)

where rss(n) is the n-th RSS observation.
The z-score value of the n-th RSS observation using the SD

as the scale estimator is calculated as follows [10], [12], [21]:

ZSD (rss (n)) =
rss (n) − µrssi

σSD
(2)

where ‘‘µrssi, ’’ and ‘‘σSD’’ are the mean and SD of the
time-series RSS dataset in (1), respectively.

A z-score value of 0 in (2) indicates that the RSS observa-
tion has the same value as the mean of the entire time-series
RSS dataset in (1). A positive z-score value indicates that the
RSS observation has a value that is above the mean value of
the entire time-series RSS dataset. A negative z-score value
indicates that it is below the mean. If the z-score value of
an RSS observation is above a predefined threshold, it is
considered an outlier. The commonly used z-score threshold
value is ±3.0 [15].
The Z-score method based on (2), which uses SD as a scale

estimator, is very sensitive to RSS outliers. Furthermore, the
use of SD as a scale estimator is under the assumption that the
time-series RSS dataset has a statistically normal distribution.
This is not always the case for experimentally generated
datasets. To overcome these limitations, scale estimators that
are more robust and less sensitive to outliers are used, result-
ing in the mZ-score method. These scale estimators are the
MAD and Sn scale estimators [10], [12]. A detailed descrip-
tion of the mZ-score method with the MAD and Sn scale
estimators is presented in the following subsections.
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A. MODIFIED Z-SCORE METHOD WITH MAD SCALE
ESTIMATOR
As previously stated, the SD scale estimator is extremely
sensitive to RSS outliers. The MAD scale estimator, on the
other hand, is less sensitive and more robust to outliers when
compared to the SD scale estimator. The MAD scale estima-
tor calculates the scaling value of the mZ-score method by
taking the median of the absolute differences between each
RSS observation and the median of all RSS observations in
the time-series dataset. This makes it more resilient to RSS
outliers. Some statistical properties of theMAD scale estima-
tor include 37% Gaussian efficiency and a 50% breakdown
point [14].

Given the time-series RSS dataset in (1), the scale value
of an RSS observation using the MAD scale estimator is
calculated mathematically as [14] and [16]:

σMAD (rss(n)) = Bn ×Mdn {|rss(n) −Mdn {rssi}|} (3)

whereBn is a constant known as the scaling factor. A common
choice for Bn = 1.4826. This makes the MAD scale estima-
tor’s performance consistent with the SD scale estimator for
a normally distributed dataset.

The z-score value of an RSS observation based on the
MAD scale estimator in (3) is mathematically obtained
as [14] and [16]:

ZMAD (rss (n)) =
|rss (n) −Mdn {rssi}|

σMAD(rss (n))
(4)

The z-score value obtained using (4) is a measure of how
many MADs away an RSS observation is from the median
of the entire time-series RSS dataset in (1).

B. MODIFIED Z-SCORE METHOD WITH Sn SCALE
ESTIMATOR
Another robust scale estimator for determining the variability
of a time-series RSS dataset is the Sn scale estimator. The
scaling value obtained using the Sn scale estimator is based
on the median of pairwise absolute differences between RSS
observations. That is, it considers the difference between
each pair of RSS observations and takes the median of those
differences. The Sn scale estimator has a Gaussian efficiency
of 58%, which is higher than that of the MAD scale estimator
but has the same breakdown point of 50% [14].

Given the time-series RSS dataset in (1), the scaling value
of the entire RSS observation obtained using the Sn scale
estimator can be calculated mathematically as [10] and [14]:

σSn (rssi) = Cn ×Mdnm {Mdnk {|rss(m) − rss(k)|}} (5)

where m ∈ [1, 2, ..,N ], n ∈ [1, 2, ..,N ], m ̸= n and Cn is
a scale constant that is used to make the Sn scale estimator
perform as an unbiased estimator. According to [22], the
value of Cn is a function of the RSS observation size and is
given as:

Cn =


N

N − 0.9
for odd N

1 for even N
(6)

TABLE 1. Performance comparison between the Sn and MAD scale
estimators.

The z-score value of an RSS observation based on the Sn
scale estimator in (5) is mathematically obtained as [10]:

ZSn(rss(n)) =
|rss(n) −Mdn {rssi}|

σSn (rssi)
(7)

The z-score value obtained from (7) is a measure of how
far an RSS observation is from the median when the pairwise
absolute differences between each RSS observation are con-
sidered.

Both the Sn and MAD scale estimators have their advan-
tages and disadvantages. Based on the influence function
analysis presented in [14], the Sn scale estimator is more
efficient and robust to outliers than the MAD scale estimator.
However, theMAD scale estimator is more sensitive (in terms
of gross error sensitivity) to outliers than the Sn scale esti-
mator. This means that under the same conditions, the MAD
scale estimator will detect more outliers [10], [14]. In terms of
computational complexity, the MAD scale estimator is lower
than the Sn scale estimator. A summary of the performance
comparison between the Sn and MAD scale estimators for
outlier detection is shown in Table 1 [14].

From Table 1, it can be seen that both scale estimators have
one or two advantages and disadvantages over each other.
However, despite their individual advantages and disadvan-
tages, it is possible to have a scale estimator that combines
the advantages of both scale estimators and can be used with
the mZ-score method for improved outlier detection. This
can be accomplished through scale estimator hybridization.
By hybridizing the two scale estimators and using the result-
ing scale estimator with the mZ-score method, it is possible
to have an outlier detection technique based on the mZ-score
method that is as efficient and robust as the Sn scale estimator.
Furthermore, it can be as sensitive to outliers as the MAD
scale estimator and has a low false alarm and false negative
rate as that of the Sn scale estimator. Thus, in the next section,
the mZ-score method based on the different hybrid scale
estimators is presented.

III. MODIFIED Z-SCORE METHOD WITH HYBRID SCALE
ESTIMATOR
Scale estimator hybridization, as previously stated, can
improve the performance of the mZ-score method for
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detecting outliers. Three different scale estimator hybridiza-
tion approaches have been identified: weighted, maxi-
mum, and average scale estimator hybridization approaches.
The detailed description of each hybridization approach
in the generation of the hybrid scale estimator for use
with the mZ-score method is presented as follows:

A. MODIFIED Z-SCORE METHOD BASED ON WEIGHTED
HYBRID SCALE ESTIMATOR
The first hybrid scale estimator presented in this paper is
based on weight assignment. Weights are assigned to the
z-score values obtained with the MAD and Sn scale estima-
tors.

Let ZMAD (rss (n)) and ZSn(rss(n)) be the z-score value
obtained for any given RSS observation using (4) and (7)
respectively. The weighted hybrid z-score value is mathemat-
ically obtained as:

Zwgt (rss (n)) = w×ZMAD (rss (n)) + (1 − w) × ZSn(rss(n))

(8)

The ‘‘w’’ in (8) denotes the weight assigned to the z-score
value obtained using theMAD scale estimator, and ‘‘(1−w)’’
denotes the weight assigned to the z-score value obtained
using the Sn scale estimator. The assignment of weights to
each scale estimator is based on its importance or perfor-
mance. The weighted hybridizationmethod allows for greater
flexibility in deciding whether to prioritize the robustness of
the Sn scale estimator or the sensitivity of the MAD scale
estimator. At w = 0, the weighted hybrid scale estimator
functions fully as an Sn scale estimator, while at w = 1,
it functions fully as an MAD scale estimator. The hyrbidiza-
tion is valid only when w is set between 0 and 1.

B. MODIFIED Z-SCORE METHOD BASED ON MAXIMUM
HYBRID SCALE ESTIMATOR
The second hybrid scale estimator presented in this paper
is based on maximum value scale estimator hybridization.
In this approach, the maximum value between the z-score
values obtained using the MAD and the Sn scale estimators
is taken as the hybrid z-score value. The hybrid z-score value
based on the maximum hybridization method is mathemati-
cally obtained as:

Zmax (rss (n)) = max {ZMAD (rss (n)) ,ZSn(rss(n))} (9)

By choosing the maximum value between the two esti-
mates, this approach considers outliers based on either the
robustness of the Sn scale estimator or the sensitivity of the
MAD scale estimator, whichever has a higher z-score value.

C. MODIFIED Z-SCORE METHOD BASED ON AVERAGE
HYBRID SCALE ESTIMATOR
The last hybrid scale estimator presented in this paper is based
on the average z-score value. The hybrid z-score value is the
average of the z-score values obtained with the MAD scale

estimator and the Sn scale estimator. The hybrid z-score value
is calculated as follows:

Zavg (rss (n)) = 0.5 × (ZMAD (rss (n)) + ZSn(rss(n))) (10)

By taking the average, the robustness of the Sn scale
estimator and the sensitivity of the MAD scale estimator are
both incorporated into this hybridization approach, resulting
in a well-balanced hybrid z-score value. It is worth noting that
the weighted hybrid scale estimator performs the same as the
average hybrid scale estimator at w = 0.5.

D. RSS OUTLIER DETERMINATION
After calculating the hybrid z-score values using any of the
approaches described in (8), (9), and (10), the next step is to
determine whether or not an RSS observation is an outlier.
To achieve that, a z-score threshold value is set. If the z-score
value of an RSS observation is above this set threshold, it is
regarded as an outlier. An RSS observation is considered to
be an outlier if its z-score value agrees with (11) below.

Zn (rss (n)) > γ

for Zn (rss (n)) ϵ[Zwgt (rss (n)) ,

Zmax (rss (n)) ,Zavg (rss (n))] (11)

where γ is the z-score threshold value.
In the following section, the performance of each hybrid

scale estimator with the mZ-score method is determined
and compared using three publicly available time-series RSS
datasets. Furthermore, the performance of the best hybrid
scale estimator among the three is used with the mZ-score
method and compared to other univariant time-series RSS
dataset-based outlier detection techniques.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section of the paper uses three experimentally gener-
ated time-series RSS datasets from [23], [24], and [25] to
determine and compare the outlier detection performances of
the mZ-score method with the three hybrid scale estimators
described in Section III. The RSS dataset obtained from [23],
which will be referred to as Dataset-1, contains time-series
LTE RSS observations obtained from Covenant University,
Nigeria. The time-series RSS observation was taken between
7:30 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. at 30-min intervals for 30 days,
resulting in approximately 960 RSS observations. The second
RSS dataset obtained from [25], which will be referred to as
Dataset-2, contained a total of 4,920 BLE-based time-series
RSS observations obtained from the Physics and Mathemat-
ics building of the University of Extremadura, Spain. The
last time-series RSS dataset, which will be referred to as
Dataset 3, contains a total of 1,000 RSS observations obtained
in a large laboratory at the University of Minho, Spain [24].
The distribution of RSS observations plays a crucial role in

outlier detection. As earlier mentioned, RSS outliers are RSS
observations that deviate significantly from the majority of
the RSS observations, and their presence can distort statistical
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FIGURE 1. Time-series RSS observation statistical distribution.

analyses. Figure 1 shows the statistical distribution of the RSS
observations in each of the datasets considered.

As shown in Figure 1(a), the statistical distribution of
the RSS observations in Dataset-1 can be approximately
compared to a normal distribution. This indicates that the
RSS observations in this dataset are fairly evenly distributed
around the mean, with a SD that is relatively consistent.
In contrast, the RSS observations in Dataset-2 exhibit two
distinct distributions, as depicted in Figure 1(b). The majority
of RSS observations follow a non-normal positive-skewed
distribution, which suggests that the dataset contains outliers
that are skewing the distribution towards the right. Similarly,
all the RSS observations in Dataset-3 also display a non-
normal right-skewed distribution, as shown in Figure 1(c).
This also suggests that the dataset is skewed towards higher

TABLE 2. Outlier detection sensitive for Dataset-1.

TABLE 3. Outlier detection sensitive for Dataset-2.

RSS values, and there might be a small number of extreme
RSS outliers.

A. WEIGHT VALUE DETERMINATION FOR THE WEIGHT
HYBRID SCALE ESTIMATOR
To determine and compare the outlier detection performance
of the mZ-score method that is based on the weighted hybrid
scale estimator to the other two hybrid scale estimators,
there is a need to determine the optimum weight value to
be assigned to each scale estimator hybridised in (8). The
weight assignment depends on the statistical distribution of
the time-series RSS observation and the required sensitivity
and robustness to outliers that are desired.

As previously stated, the weighted hybrid scale estimator
functions as a Sn scale estimator at w = 0, and as a MAD
scale estimator at w = 1. Only for 0 > w > 1 does the scale
estimator function as a hybrid. By varying the weight value
from 0 to 1 at intervals of 0.1, the number of outliers detected
for each weight value is determined using z-score threshold
values of ±1, ±2, and ±3 for all three datasets considered.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the sensitivity of themZ-scoremethod
using the weighted hybrid scale estimator for Datasets 1,
2, and 3, respectively. The green highlights indicate weight
values with the least number of detected outliers for each
z-score threshold value.

From Tables 2, 3, and 4, irrespective of the weight val-
ues, as the z-score threshold value increases from ±1.0 to
±3.0, the number of outliers detected decreases. This is
because an increase in the z-score threshold value reduces
the total number of RSS observations in each dataset taken
into consideration for outlier detection. For z-score threshold
values of ±1.0 and ±3.0, the number of outliers detected
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TABLE 4. Outlier detection sensitive for Dataset-3.

is approximately the same, irrespective of the weight value.
This is because above or below these z-score threshold values,
the performances of any scale estimator, irrespective of its
sensitivity or robustness to outliers, will be the same, as there
are either too many or too few observations to consider for
outlier detection. As such, it is difficult to determine whether
a scale estimator is robust or too sensitive to outliers.

Looking at the number of outliers detected as the weight
value varies from 0.1 to 0.9, considering a z-score threshold of
±2.0, it can be seen that there are weight values above which
there is a sudden increase in the number of outliers detected
for all three datasets considered. From Table 2, asw increased
from 0.8 to 0.9, the number of detected outliers increased sig-
nificantly from 46 to 65. Also, in Table 3, as w increased
from 0.6 to 0.7, the number of outliers detected increased
from 498 to 507. So also in Table 4, as w increased from
0.8 to 0.9, the number of outliers increased from 55 to 72.
This sudden increase in the number of outliers detected shows
that the weighted hybrid scale estimator has become more
sensitive to outliers. That is, prior to that, there was a balance
between the influence of the MAD and Sn scale estimators;
however, at that instance, the MAD had more influence on
the outlier detection performance of the weighted hybrid
scale estimator. Detecting a large number of outliers does not
imply good performance. There is a high possibility of false
alarm detection. The goal is to reduce false alarm detection
while at the same time detecting as many valid outliers as
possible. Thus, the largest weight value that results in the least
number of detected outliers across all z-score threshold values
is considered the optimum weight value. With this weight
value, there will be a reduction in false alarm rates while at
the same time increasing both the accuracy and robustness
of the weighted hybrid scale estimator for outlier detection.
As such, the optimum weight values for Datasets 1, 2, and
3 are w = 0.8,w = 0.6, and w = 0.3, respectively.

B. OUTLIER DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
OF MZ-SCORE METHOD WITH DIFFERENT HYBRID SCALE
ESTIMATORS
In this subsection, the outlier detection performances of the
mZ-score method with the three hybrid scale estimators are
determined and compared for each dataset. The analysis will
be conducted at a z-score threshold value of ±2, as this

TABLE 5. Number of outliers detected for Dataset-1.

is considered to be the optimal value [26], [27]. What this
means is that any RSS observation whose z-score value is
more than ±2 SD is considered an outlier. Also, the ±2 SD
z-score threshold indicates that about 98% of the entire RSS
observation should be considered valid, which is non-outlier.
With this, for each dataset, the number of RSS observations
identified as outliers by the mZ-score method with each of
the hybrid scale estimators is determined.

1) OUTLIER DETECTION PERFORMANCE FOR DATASET-1
This subsection presents the outlier detection performance
of the mZ-score method with the hybrid scale estimators
using Dataset-1. Table 5 shows the total number of outliers
detected by the mZ-score method with each of the three
hybrid scale estimators—weighted hybrid, maximum hybrid,
and average hybrid—as well as with parent scale estimators
hybridised, that is, MAD and Sn scale estimators. A graphical
comparison of the number of outliers detected for Dataset-1
is shown in Figure 2.

The MAD scale estimator is known for its high sensitivity
to outliers, and from Table 5, it can be seen to detect a large
number of outliers of about 65. The Sn scale estimator with
a lower sensitivity to outliers detected a small number of
outliers, about 45. Extending the analysis to the hybrid scale
estimators, the maximum hybrid scale estimator performed
equally to the MAD scale estimator, detecting the same num-
ber of outliers of about 65. The average and weighted hybrid
scale estimators, when compared to the maximum hybrid
scale estimator, detected a smaller number of outliers of about
46, approximately the same as the Sn scale estimator.

Overall, based on Dataset-1, the average and the weighted
hybrid scale estimators are considered to be the best scale
estimators to be used with the mZ-score method for outlier
detection. This is because they detected a moderate num-
ber of outliers that are slightly higher than those of the Sn
scale estimator, indicating slightly higher sensitivity. The two
hybrid scale estimators detected outliers that are significantly
lower than the number detected by the MAD scale estimator,
indicating a higher robustness to outliers. In summary, the
average and weighted hybrid scale estimators considering
Dataset-1 are as robust to outliers as the Sn scale estimator
and as sensitive to outliers as the MAD scale estimator.

2) OUTLIER DETECTION PERFORMANCE FOR DATASET-2
This subsection presents the performance of the mZ-score
method with the three hybrid scale estimators using Dataset-
2. Table 6 shows the number of outliers detected with each of
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FIGURE 2. A graphic illustration of the number of outliers detected by the
mZ-score method considering different scale estimators for Dataset 1.

TABLE 6. Number of outliers detected for Dataset-1.

TABLE 7. Number of outliers detected for Dataset-1.

the scale estimators with the graphical comparison shown in
Figure 3.

Both the Sn and MAD scale estimators detected a large
number of outliers; however, there are no significant dif-
ferences in the number of outliers detected. The Sn scale
estimator detected about 498 outliers, while the MAD scale
estimator detected about 507, which is 9 outliers higher. The
maximum hybrid scale estimator, as usual, performed equally
to the MAD scale estimator, while the weighted and average
hybrid scale estimators performed equally to the Sn scale esti-
mator. Amongst the hybrid scale estimators, the weighted and
average hybrid scale estimators performed the best, as they
detected fewer outliers, even though the difference is not that
significant.

3) OUTLIER DETECTION PERFORMANCE FOR DATASET-2
The performance of the mZ-score method with the hybrid
scale estimators is determined and presented in this
subsection using Datase-3. Table 7 shows the number of
outliers detected by each scale estimator, with a graphical
illustration in Figure 4.

Based on the data presented in Table 7, the same conclusion
is reached as in Datasets 1 and 2 with regards to the best
hybrid scale estimator. The weighted and average hybrid
scale estimators both detected the least number of outliers.

FIGURE 3. A graphic illustration of the number of outliers detected by the
mZ-score method considering different scale estimators for Dataset 2.

FIGURE 4. A graphic illustration of the number of outliers detected by the
mZ-score method considering different scale estimators for Dataset 3.

Their performance is comparable to the performance of the
Sn scale estimator, which has about the same robustness to
outliers while still having the same sensitivity to outliers as
the MAD scale estimator.

Based on the performances analysis of the hybrid scale
estimator considering the three RSS dataset, the weighted
and average hybrid scale estimators have shown better perfor-
mance than the maximum hybrid scale estimators. As earlier
mentioned, at w = 0.5, the weighted hybrid scale estimator
functions as an average hybrid scale estimator. As such, it can
be said that of all the hybrid scale estimators considered,
the weighted hybrid scale estimator performs the best. The
weighted hybrid scale estimator tries to strike a balance
between sensitivity and robustness to outliers, as determined
by the weight value. Thus, the selection of the weight value
for the weighted hybrid scale estimator determined how well
the mZ-score method detected outliers, and this is dependent
on the distribution of the RSS observation.

C. OUTLIER PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE
MZ-SCORE + WEIGHT HYBRID SCALE ESTIMATOR WITH
OTHER UNIVARIANT-BASED OUTLIER DETECTION
TECHNIQUES
Based on the results analysis and conclusions from the
preceding subsections, the weighted hybrid scale estimator
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FIGURE 5. Graphical illustration of outliers detected in Dataset-1.

is the best scale estimator proposed for the efficient and
accurate detection of outliers using the mZ-score method.
In this section, the performance of the mZ-score method
with the weighted hybrid scale estimator is compared to
that of other univariant-based outlier detection techniques.
The univariant-based outlier detection techniques considered
are the mean-shift-based outlier detection (MOD) technique
described in [28], the k-means clustering-based outlier detec-
tion technique described in [29], [30], and [31], and the
density-based spatial clustering (DBSCAN)-based technique
described in [32] and [33]. Figures 5–7 show a graphical com-
parison of the outlier detection performances of the mZ-score
method with the weighted hybrid scale estimator with the
MOD, k-means clustering-based, and DBSCAN-based tech-
niques for Datasets 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Table 8 displays
a summary of the number of outliers detected by each tech-
nique for each dataset.

TABLE 8. Outlier detection performance comparison across three
datasets: mZ-score method with weighted hybrid scale estimator vs.
related techniques.

Looking at the outlier detection performance result com-
parison for Dataset-1, it can be seen that all four outlier
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FIGURE 6. Graphical illustration of outliers detected in Dataset-2.

detection techniques detected a moderate number of outliers,
about 6% of the overall RSS observations. However, from
Figure 5, it can be seen that the location of the outliers
detected by each technique is different. The distribution of
the RSS observations for the dataset is considered to be
approximately normal, as shown in Figure 1(a), as outliers
are expected to be at both extreme ends of the distributions.
The mZ-score method with the proposed scale estimator
was able to detect outliers at both ends of the distribu-
tion, as shown in Figure 5(a), while the MOD technique
only detected outliers at the upper end of the RSS distribu-
tion, as shown in Figure 5(b). The k-means clustering-based
technique detected outliers at both ends of the distribution,
as shown in Figure 5(c), just like that of the mZ-score method
with the proposed scale estimator. However, it detected higher
numbers of outliers than the MOD technique and the mZ-
score method, indicating higher sensitivity to outliers. The
DBSCAN-based technique detected the highest number of

outliers in Dataset-1, indicating higher sensitivity to outliers,
and was also able to detect outliers at both ends of the
RSS observation distributions. However, from Figure 5(d),
it can be seen that there are RSS observations that are falsely
detected as outliers that are present in the middle of the RSS
observation, which suggests a false detection.

In summary, for Dataset-1, the mZ-score method with the
proposed hybrid scale estimator has better outlier detection
performance compared to the other 3 techniques. It is not as
sensitive to outliers as the DBSCAN and k-means clustering-
based techniques, and there is no false alarm detection. It is
also as robust to outliers as that of the MOD technique but
is able to detect outliers at both ends of the RSS observation
distribution, which is not done by the MOD technique.

Extending the analysis to Dataset-2, there is a significant
difference in the number of outliers detected by each tech-
nique from Table 8, and the locations of outliers detected
by each technique differ according to Figure 6. As shown
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FIGURE 7. Graphical illustration of outliers detected in Dataset-3.

in Figure 1(b), the RSS observations in Dataset-2 have
two distinct distributions. The few RSS observations with
mean values around -200 dBm are all considered outliers.
As for the majority of the RSS observations that followed
the non-normal positive-skewed distribution, it is expected
that outliers are present towards the right side of the dis-
tribution. The mZ-score method with the proposed hybrid
scale estimator identified all RSS observations with a mean
of around -200 dBm as outliers. It was also able to identify
outliers on the right side of the RSS distribution, as shown
in the upper side of the RSS observations in Figure 6(a). The
MOD technique fails to identify the RSS observations with
a mean of around -200 dBm as outliers, resulting in false
negative performance, as shown in Figure 6(b). However, it is
able to identify the RSS observations towards the right of the
RSS distribution as outliers. The k-means clustering-based
technique performed the worst in Dataset-2, as it incorrectly
identified a large number of RSS observations as outliers,

as shown in Figure 6(c), indicating a high false alarm per-
formance. It also exhibits false negative performances as it
fails to detect the RSS observations with a mean of around
-200 dBm as outliers. The DBSCAN-based technique also
fails to detect outliers with mean values around -200 dBm.
However, it was able to detect outliers to the right of the RSS
distribution but incorrectly identified a few RSS observations
as outliers, as shown in Figure 6(d).
In summary, for Dataset-2, the proposed mZ-score tech-

nique with the proposed hybrid scale estimator has the best
outlier detection performance, as it was able to detect all
outliers with a mean value around −200 dBm and those
present on the right side of the RSS distribution.

The majority of the outliers in Dataset-3 are to the
positive right of the RSS distribution, which translates
to observations with high RSS values. As shown in Fig-
ures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c), the mZ-score method with the
proposed scale estimator, the MOD, and the DBSCAN-based
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techniques, respectively, were able to detect these outliers.
The mZ-score method and the DBSCAN-based method have
few false alarm detections. The mZ-score technique incor-
rectly identified 2 RSS observations as outliers, accounting
for approximately 3.5% of all outliers detected. The k-means
clustering-based technique performs theworst, detecting only
three outliers, as shown in Figure 7(a).

In summary, for Dataset-3, the MOD technique has the
best outlier detection performance, closely followed by the
mZ-score method with the proposed hybrid scale estimator.

Overall, the mZ-score method with the proposed hybrid
scale estimator, which is based on the weighted hybrid scale
estimator, has the best outlier detection performance across
the three datasets. It can detect outliers accurately with
no false negative detection, as seen with MOD, k-means
clustering-based, and DBSCAN-based techniques. It also
has very little or no false alarm detection performance,
as observed with the other three techniques. This demon-
strates the high robustness as well as the low sensitivity
to outliers the weighed hybrid scale estimator made the
mZ-score method to be.

V. CONCLUSION
The performance of three different scale estimator hybridiza-
tion methods, namely the weighted, maximum, and average,
was evaluated in this paper for use in conjunction with a
mZ-score method for outlier detection. The MAD and Sn
scale estimators are the two scale estimators considered for
hybridization. The study employs three publicly available
time-series RSS datasets, each with a unique statistical dis-
tribution. The simulation results based on the time-series
RSS datasets considered show that the weighted hybridiza-
tion method creates a scale estimator that is optimal for
detecting outliers when used with the mZ-score method.
When compared to the MOD, k-means clustering-based, and
DBSCAN-based outlier detection techniques, the mZ-score
method with the weighted hybrid scale estimator has superior
outlier detection performance with little or no false alarm and
false negative detection.
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